Clinical Consideration in Aeromedical Transport CRaMA and AmCRM, Bangkok, Thailand 2019

Venue: Rangsit University, Bangkok, Thailand
Course: CRaMA and AmCRM
Course Director: Dr. Terry Martin
Consultant in Anesthesia and Intensive Care Medicine
Director, CCAT Aeromedical Training
Board Adviser (Standards & Education)
EURAMI (European Aeromedical Institute)
Chairman of International Air Ambulance Standards and Aeromedical Education Germany

CCAT Thailand (CRaMA + AmCRM)

What is CRaMA + AmCRM: Commercial Repatriation and Medical Assistance (CRaMA) and Aeromedical Crew Resource Management (AmCRM)
Who Can Join: Doctors, Nurses, and other medical assistance or travel insurance professionals
The 3 days courses will cover introduction of world travel and health structure of the industry, relationship with travel insurance, medicolegal aspects, duty and standard of care, complexities of case management oversea, risk analysis systems to prevent errors and failings, logistics and medical management, repatriation demographics, security and duty of care to transport staff with sections of simple and major complex case studies in groups.

16th - 18th October, 2019

Price:
1110 USD (34, 965 THB)
Sign up before October 9th, 2019
All above Fees Include:
CCAT CRaMA and AmCRM course (class room based study), certificate for those who complete and passed the test after the course, lunch, coffee and breaks.
Class is limited to a maximum of 30 students. Attendance can only be confirmed upon receipt of completed registration form & payment.

Contact Information:
Khatt Srey Noch (Noch)
CCAT Coordinator
Phone: + 66 2056 1800 Ext: 302
Email: ccat@asian-assistance.com

FLASH DEAL
Valid Until 23rd August, 2019 midnight
Price: 31,815 THB ONLY (1010 USD)

GROUP DISCOUNTS
Price: 1010 USD (31, 815 THB)
Available until August 30th, 2019 for company that have more than one person sign up